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Abstract

.Most real world domains are non-deterministic: the
state of the world can be incompletely known, the ef-
fect of actions can not be completely foreseen, and the
environment can change in unpredictable ways. Au-
tomatic plan formation in non-deterministic domains
is, however, still an open problem. In this paper we
show how to do strong planning in non-determini, tic
domains, i.e. finding automatically plans which are
guaranteed to achieve the goal regardless of non-
determinism. We define a notion of planning solu-
tion which is guaranteed to achieve the goal indepen-
dently of non-determinism, a notion of plan including
conditionals and iterations, and an automatic decision
procedure for strong planning based on model check-
ing techniques. The procedure is correct, complete
and returns optimal plans. The work has been imple-
mented in MBP, a planner based on model checking
techniques.

Introduction

A fundamental assumption underlying most of the
work in classical planning (see e.g. (Fikes & Nilsson
1971; Penberthy & Weld 1992)) is that the planning
problem is deterministic: executing an action in a given
state always leads to a unique state, environmental
changes are all predictable and well known, and the
initial state is completely specified. In real world do-
mains, however, planners have often to deal with non-
deterministic problems. This is mainly due to the in-
trinsic complexity of the planning domain, and to the
fact that the external environment is highly dynamic,
incompletely known and unpredictable. Examples of
non-deterministic domains are many robotics, control
and scheduling domains. In these domains, both the
executions of actions and the external environment are
often non-deterministic. The execution of an action in
the same state may have - non-deterministically - pos-
sibly many different effects. For instance a robot may
fail to pick up an object. The external environment
may change in a way which is unpredictable. For in-
stance, while a mobile robot is navigating, doors might
be closed/opened, e.g. by external agents. Moreover,
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the initial state of a planning problem may be par-
tially specified. For instance, a mobile robot should be
able to reach a given location starting from different
locations and situations.

The problem of dealing with non-deterministic do-
mains has been tackled in reactive planning systems
(e.g. (Beetz & McDermott 1994; Firby 1987; Georgeff
& Lansky 1986; Simmons 1990)) and in deductive plan-
ning (e.g. (Steel 1994; Stephan & Biundo 1993)). 
ertheless, the automatic generation of plans in non-
deterministic domains is still an open problem. This
paper shows how to do strong planning, i.e. finding
automatically plans which are guaranteed to achieve
the goal regardless of non-determinism. Our starting
point is the framework of planning via model checking,
together with the related system MBP, first presented
in (Cimatti et al. 1997). We use AT~ (Giunchiglia,
Kartha, & Lifschitz 1997), an expressive language to
describe actions which, among other things, allows
for non-deterministic action effects and environmen-
tal changes. We give semantics to domain descrip-
tions in terms of finite state automata. Plans are
generated by a completely automatic procedure, us-
ing OBDD-based model checking techniques, known
as symbolic model checking (see, e.g., (Bryant 1992;
Clarke, Grunberg, & Long 1994; Burch et al. 1992)),
which allow for a compact representation and efficient
exploration of finite state automata. This paper builds
on (Cimatti et al. 1997) making the following contri-
butions.
¯ We define a formal notion of strong planning, which

captures the intuitive requirement that a plan should
be able to solve a goal regardless of non-determinism.

¯ We enrich the notion of classical plans with more
complex constructs including conditionals and iter-
ations. This captures the intuition that simple se-
quences of actions, which may be successful for a
given behavior of the environment, can fail for oth-
ers, and therefore more complex planning constructs
are required.

¯ We define a planning decision procedure for strong
planning in non-deterministic domains. The pro-
cedure constructs universal plans (Schoppers 1987),
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which repeatedly sense the world, select an appro-
priate action, execute it, and iterate until the goal is
reached.

¯ We prove that the procedure always terminates with
a strong solution, i.e. a plan which guarantees goal
achievement regardless non-determinism, or with
failure if no strong solution exists. Moreover, the
solution is guaranteed to be "optimal", in the sense
that the "worst" execution among the possible non-
deterministic plan executions is of minimal length.

¯ We have implemented this procedure in MBP (Model
Based Planner) (Cimatti et al. 1997), a planner
based on symbolic model checking. We have ex-
tended MBP with the ability to generate and execute
plans containing the usual programming logic con-
structs, including conditionals, iterations and non-
deterministic choice. The use of model checking
techniques is of crucial importance for the compact
representation of conditional plans.

This paper is structured as follows. We review the
planning language ~47~, and its semantics given in
terms of finite state automata. Then we define the
notion of "strong planning solution" and the extended
language for plans. We define the planning procedure
which generates universal plans, and we prove its for-
mal properties. Finally we describe the implementa-
tion in MBP and present some preliminary experimen-
tal results.

Non-deterministic Domains as Finite

Automata

An ~47~ language is characterized by a finite nonempty
set of actions, and a finite nonempty set of ttuents.
Each fluent F is associated to a finite nonempty set
RngF of values (the range of F) 1. An atomic for-
mula has the form (F = V), where F is a fluent, and
V E RngF. In case Rng#. is {T, .1.} (where T and .1_
stand for truth and falsity, respectively), the fluent is
said to be propositional or boolean, and the atomic
formula F = T is abbreviated with F. A formu/a is a
propositional combination of atomic formulas (we use
the usual connectives for negation --, conjunction A
and disjunction V). Fluents can be either inertia/or
non-inertial depending on whether they obey or not to
the law of inertia. ~4~ allows for propositions of the
following form (where A is an action, F is an inertial
fluent, and P and Q are formulas).

A causes P if Q (I)

A possibly changes F if Q (2)
always P (3)
initially P (4)
goal G (5)

1 Our approach is restricted to the finite case. This hy-

pothesis, though quite strong, is acceptable for many prac-
tical cases.

Intuitively, (1) states that P holds after we execute
A in a state in which Q holds; (2) states that F may
non-deterministically change its value if we execute A
in a state in which Q holds; (3) and (4) state 
P holds in any state and in the initial states, respec-
tively; (5) defines the goal states as the ones where
G holds. The proposition A has preconditions P,
stating that A can be executed only in states in which
P holds, is an abbreviation for A causes I if--P.
A (non-deterministic) domain description is a set of
propositions of the form (1 - 4). (non-deterministic)
planning problem description is a set of propositions of
the form (1 - 5).

We explain the intuitive meaning of ~47~ through
the simple example in figure 1. The planning prob-
lem description describes a situation in which a pack
can be moved from the railway, truck or airplane sta-
tion of a city airport (e.g. London Heatrow) to dif-
ferent city airports (e.g. London Gatwick, and Lu-
ton). An informal pictorial representation of the do-
main is given in figure 2. The possible actions are
drive-train, wait-at-light, drive-truck, make-fuel, fly
and air-truck-transit, pos is an inertial fluent the range
of which is {train-station, truck-station, air-station,
Victoria-station, city-center, Gatwick, Luton ) ; fuel is
an inertial propositional fluent, light is a non-inertial
fluent the range of which is {green, red}, fog is a non
inertial propositional fluent. We abbreviate pos =
V1 V ... V pOS = Vn with pos = {vl ..... vn}. This
example shows how ,AT~ allows for describing non-
deterministic actions (drive-truck and drive-train) and
non-deterministic environmental changes (non-inertial
fiuents light and fog). It is also possible to express
conditional effects, i.e. the fact that an action may
have different effects depending on the state in which
it is executed (e.g., see actions wait-at-light and fig).
Finally, we can express partial specifications of the ini-
tial situation, corresponding to a set of possible ini-
tial states. All of this makes the language far more
expressive than STRIPS-like (Fikes & Nilsson 1971) 
ADL-like (Penberthy & Weld 1992) languages. In the
following I) is a given planning problem description, ~r
is the set of its fiuents, and ,4 the set of its actions.

~4~ domain descriptions are given semantics in
terms of automata (Giunchiglia, Kartha, & Lifschitz
1997). Intuitively, a domain description is associated
with an automaton. The states of the automaton rep-
resent the admissible valuations to fluents, a va/ua-
tion being a function that associates to each fluent
F an element of RngF. The transitions from state
to state in the automaton represent execution of ac-
tions. We overview now the translation from I) into
formulas which directly codify the corresponding fi-
nite state automaton and which allow us to gener-
ate plans by exploiting symbolic model checking tech-
niques (this construction was first defined and proved
correct in (Cimatti et al. 1997)). For each fuent 
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drive-train has preconditions pos = train-station V (pos = Victoria-station A light = green)
drive-train causes pos ----- Victoria-station if pos ----- train-station
drive-train causes pos ----- Gatwick if pos = Victoria-station A light = green
wait-at-light causes light = green if light = red
wait-at-light causes light = red if light = green
drive-truck has preconditions pos = { truck-station, city- center } A fuel
drive-truck causes pos = city-center if pos = truck-station
drive-truck causes pos = Gatwick if pos = city-center
drive-truek possibly changes fuel if fuel
make-fuel has preconditions -.fuel
make-fuel causes fuel
fly has preconditions pos = air-station
fly causes pos = Gatwick if".fog
fly causes pos = Luton if fog
air-truck-transit has preconditions pos = air-station
air-truck-transit causes pos = truck-station
initially (pos = {train-station, air-station} V (pos = truck.station ̂  fuel))
goal pos = Gatwick

(6)
(7)
(s)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Figure h An example of non-deterministic planning problem.

in Jr, we introduce a variable F ranging over RngF.
The intuition is that a formula represents a set of val-
uations to fluents, namely the set of valuations which
satisfy the formula. For instance, the atomic formula
pos = Gatwick represents the set of all possible valua-
tions such that the fluent pos has value Gatwick, and
any other fluent F has any value in RngF. Proposi-
tional connectives (conjunction, disjunction, negation)
represent set-theoretic operations over sets of valua-
tions (union, intersection, complement). For instance,
the formula (/ms = Gatwick) V fog represents the
union of the sets of valuations where pos has value
Gatwick, and the set of valuations where fog has value
T. In the following we will not distinguish formulae
from the set of valuations they represent.

We construct now the automaton codifying the do-
main description. The states of the automaton are the
valuations which satisfy every proposition of the form
(always P). The initial states and the goal states are
the states which satisfy every proposition of the form
(initially P) and (goal G), respectively. The corre-
sponding formulae are defined as follows.

State- A P; lnit- State A A P;
(always P)E~ (initially P)ED

Goal "-- State ^ A G.
(goal G)~23

The transition relation of an automaton maps an ac-
tion and a given state into the set of possible states
resulting from the execution. We introduce a variable
Act, ranging over .A, representing the action to be ex-
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ecuted. To represent the value of fluents after the exe-
cution of the action we introduce a variable F~ for each
fluent F in jr. (In the following we call F and F~ cur-
rent and next fuent variables, respectively.) The tran-
sition relation of the automaton is represented by the
formula Res, in the current and next fluent variables,
and in the variable Act. The assignments to these vari-
ables which satisfy Res represent the possible transi-
tions in the automaton. The transition relation for the
automaton incorporates the solution to the frame prob-
lem in presence of non-deterministic actions. We first
define the formula Res°, which, intuitively, states what
will necessarily happen in correspondence of actions.
Res° relates a "current" state and an action A to the
set of "next" states which satisfy the effects stated by
all propositions in .4 of the form (A causes P if Q),
which are active in the current state (i.e. Q holds).
This is expressed formally by the following definition.

Res° "- State ̂  State[Fx/~ ..... F,~/F:] ̂

h ((Act=AAQ)DP[FI/F~ ..... F./F.’ ]) (24)
(A causes P if Q]~23

We denote with [FI/F~,... ,F, JF’,] the simultaneous
substitution of each Fi with F’. Intuitively, the con-
junct State[F1/F~,... ,F, JF~] imposes that the valu-
ations to next fluent variables must be states, while
P[F1/F~,..., F,/F~,] imposes that the effect of the ac-
tion must hold in the next state whenever Q holds in
the current state. Res° identifies all constraints on
what must change, but says nothing about what does
not change. The transition relation of the automaton
Res is obtained by minimizing what does not change,
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Figure 2: An informal description of the domain of figure 1.

eliminating all those valuations where variations of flu-
ents are not necessary. In the following we assume that
F1,..., F,~ [F,,,+I,..., F,, resp.] are the inertial [not
inertial, resp.] fiuents of A, listed according to a fixed
enumeration. The formula Res is defined as follows.

Res "- Res° ^
G:4Vl . . . vn.( P,,es°[F~ /Vl , . . . , F~/vn] 

Al<i<m(Fi = vi V FI = vl) 
Vx_<i<_m(F" # vi)) ^ (2fi)

A (IAa : .4 ̂  0) Fh : vh)
(a possibly changes sh if Q)ev

The informal reading of the above definition is that,
given an action A, a valuation to next variables
F~,..., F~ is compatible with a valuation to current
variables Ft,..., F, if and only if it satisfies the effect
conditions (i.e. Res°), and there is no other valua-
tion (-~3vl ... v~) which also satisfies the effect condi-
tions (Res°[F~/vl,..., F~/v,,]), it agrees with the val-
uation to current variables on the fluents affected by
((Act = A ̂  Q) D F~, = va), and is closer to the cur-
rent state (big disjunction and conjunction). Notice
that inertial fiuents which are affected by propositions
of the form (2) are allowed to change freely (within
the constraints imposed by Res°), but only when the
conditions (i.e. Q) are satisfied in the starting state.
Non-inertial fluents are allowed to change freely, within
the constraints imposed by Res°.

A (non-deterministic) planning problem is the triple
<Res, Init, Goal>. We say that a state s satisfies a
goal Goal if s E Goal. In the rest of this paper we
assume a given (non-deterministic) planning problem
<Res, lnit, Goal>, where Init is non-empty.

Strong Solutions to Non-Deterministic
Problems

Intuitively, a strong solution to a non-deterministic
planning problem is a plan which achieves the goal
regardless of the non-determinism of the domain. This
means that every possible state resulting from the exe-
cution of the plan is a goal state (in non-deterministic
domains a plan may result in several possible states).
This is a substantial extension of the definition of
"pianning solution" given in (Cimatti et al. 1997)
(which, from now on, we will refer to as weak solution).
A weak solution may be such that for some state re-
sulting from the execution of the plan the goal is not
satisfied, while a strong solution always guarantees the
achievement of the goal even in non-deterministic do-
mains.

Searching for strong solutions in the space of clas-
sical plans, i.e. sequences of basic actions, is bound
to failure. Even for a simple problem as the example
in figure 1, there is no sequence of actions which is a
strong solution to the goal. Non-determinism must be
tackled by planning a conditional behavior, which de-
pends on the (sensing) information which can be gath-
ered at execution time. For instance, we would ex-
pect to decide what to do according to the presence
of fog in the initial state, or according to the status
of the traffic light. Therefore, we extend the (classi-
cai) notion of plan (i.e. sequence of actions) to include
non-deterministic choice, conditional branching, and
iterative plans.

Definition 0.1 ((Extended) Plan) Let ¯ be the set
of propositions constructed from fluents in yr. The set
of (Extended) Plans ) for ~is theleast set suchthat

1. if a E A, then a E T~ ;
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~. if a, O ~ ~’, then ,’,; [3 E 9;
8. if a, ~3 E P , then e* U [3 E T~ ;
4. if e*,O E 7~ and p E ~, then if p then e* else 0 E 7~;
5. if a E T~ and p E ~, then ifpthene*Eg;
6. if e* E 7~ and p E ~, then while p do e* E 7~.

Extended plans are a subset of program terms in
Dynamic Logic (DL) (Hard 1984) modeling constructs
for SDL and non-deterministic choice.

Definition 0.2 (Plan Execution) Let ¯ be the set
of propositions constructed from fluents in Jr and let
p E ~. Lets be a finite set of states. Lets be an
extended plan for ~. The execution of a in S, written
Ezec[a](S), is defined as:

1. Ezec[e*](S) = {s’ls E S, Res(s, e*, s’)}, if e* E ,4;
~. Ezec[e*; /~]( S) = Exec[[3]( Exec[e*]( S) 
3. Ezec[e* U/~](S) Ezec[e*](S) U Ezec~](S);
4. Ezec[if p then c~ else/~](S) -- Ezec[e*](S N p) 

Ez ec [~l ( S n -~p ) 
5. Ezec[if p then e*](S) Ezec[e*](S f3p) U -~p
6. Ezec[while p do e*](S) lf pz[S U Exec[e*](Z N p)] N -~p.

The execution of a basic action a in the set of states
S is the set of states which can be reached by apply-
ing a to any of the states in S 2 The execution of
extended plans is similar to the execution of programs
in DL. The basic difference is that in our case the ex-
ecution of an iteration is guaranteed to have a least
fix point by the finiteness of the domain. We are in-
terested in plans where actions are guaranteed to be
applicable regardless of non-determinism. The follow-
ing definition captures this notion.

Definition 0.3 (Applicability set of a Plan) Let
e~ be the set of propositions constructed from fluents

in jr and let p E ~. Let ~ be an extended plan for 2).
The applicability set of a, written Appl[a], is defined
as follows:

I. Appl[e*] = {slExec[e*](s) ~- ~} if e* E .4;
e. appl[e*;[3] = {sis e Appl[e*], and Ezec[e*](s) C_ appl[[3]};
3. Appl[e* U [3] = Appl[e*] n Appl[[3];
4. Appl[if p then e* else [3] = (Appl[e*]np)u(Appl[~]N-,p);
5. Appl[if p then e*] = ( Appl[e*] N p) O -~p;
6. Appl[whUe p do a] = lfpz[-,pU[pnAppl[a]NAXo(g)]],

where AXo(S) = {slEzec[,,](s) C_ 8}.

Definition 0.4 (Strong solution)A plan ~ is a
strong solution to a non-deterministic planning prob-
lem with initial states /nit and goal Goal, if lnit C_
aPpl[,~l and for all states s E Exec[a](Init), s satisfies
Goal.

2For the sake of simplicity, this notion is presented here
as a set-theoretical operation. The computation of the cor-
responding formula, though standard in model checking
(basically it is the image computation of a set for a given
transition relation), is rather complicated and involves the
instantiation of the variable Act with e* in Res, conjunction
with the formula representing S, existential quantification
of current variables (Fi), and substitution of F~ with 
(backward shifting).
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The Strong Planning Procedure
In this section we describe the planning procedure
STRONGPLAN, which looks for a strong solution to a
non-deterministic planning problem. The basic idea
underlying the planning via model checking approach
is the manipulation of sets of states. In the follow-
ing we will present the routines by using standard set
operators (e.g. C_, \).

The basic planning step is the STRONGPRPJMAG~.
function, defined as

STRONGPREIMAGE(S) =
{<s,e*> : s E State, e* E ‘4, ~ ~ Ezec[e*](s) C S} (26)

STRONGPREIMAGE(S) returns the set of pairs
state-action <s,a> such that action a is applica-
ble in state s (O ~ Exec[a](s)) and the (possi-
bly non-deterministic) execution of a in s necessar-
ily leads inside S (Exec[a](s) C_ S). Intuitively,
STRONGPREIMAGE(S) contains all the states from
which S can be reached with a one-step plan regard-
less of non-determinism. We call state-action table a
set of state-action pairs. In example in figure 2, the
state-action table STRONGPREIMAGE(Gatwick) 

{ <[pos=Victoria-stationAlight=green), drive-train>,
< (pos=city-centerAfuel), drive-truck>.
< (pos=air-station^ -~fog), fly> }

The planning algorithm STRONGPLAN, shown in fig-
ure 3, takes as input the (data structure represent-
ing the) set of states satisfying G. In case of success,
it returns a state-action table SA, which compactly
encodes an extended plan which is a strong solution.
In order to construct SA, the algorithm loops back-
wards, from the goal towards the initial states, by re-
peatedly applying the STRONGPREIMAGE routine to
the increasing set of states visited so far, i.e. Acc. At
each cycle, from step 5 to 10, Acc contains the set of
states which have been previously accumulated, and
for which we have a solution; SA contains the set of
state-action pairs which are guaranteed to take us to
Acc. PRUNESTATES( Prelmage, Acc) eliminates from
Prelmage the state-action pairs the states of which
are already in Ace, and thus have already been visited.
This guarantees that we associate to a given state ac-
tions which construct only optimal plans. Then Acc
is updated with the new states in Prelmage (step 11).
PROJECTACTIONS, given a set of state-action pairs, re-
turns the corresponding set of states. We iterate this
process, at each step testing the inclusion of the set
of initial states in the currently accumulated states.
The algorithm loops until either the set of initial states
is completely included in the accumulated states (in
which case we are guaranteed that a strong solution
exists), or a fix point is found, i.e. there are no new
accumulated states (in which ease there is no strong
solution and a Fail is returned).

The state-action table returned by STRONGPLAN is
a compact encoding of an iterative conditional plan.
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while (pos = { Victoria-station, city-center, air-station, train-station, truck-station}) do
1" if (pos = Victoria-station ^ light = green) then drive-train U

=1 if (/ms = cirri-center A fuel) then drive-truck U
=1
2
2
3
3
4
~5

if (pos = air-station ^ -~fog) then
if (pos = Victoria-station ^ light = red) then
if (pos = city-center ^ -~fuel) then
if (pos = train-station) then
if (pos = truck-station A fuel) then
if (pos = truck-station A -,fuel) then
if (pos = air-station A fog) then

ill/ U
wait-at-light U
make-fuel U
drive-train U
drive-truck U
make-fuel U
air-truck-transit

Figure 4: A strong solution to the example of figure 1.

1. procedure STRONGPLAN(G)
2. OldAcc := 0;
3. Ace := G;
4. SA := 0;
5. while (Acc # OldAce)
6. if Init C Acc
7. then return SA;
8. PreImage := STRONGPREIMAGE(Ace);
9. SA := SA U PRUNESTATES(PreImage, Acc);
10. OldAcc := Acc;
11. Ace := Acc U PROJECTACTIONS(PreImage);
12. return Fail;

Figure 3: The Strong Planning Algorithm.

The idea is that conditionals are needed to take into ac-
count the different forms of non-determinism, while it-
eration is used to cycle until the goal has been reached.
In figure 4 we show the plan corresponding to the state-
action table SA returned by STRONGPLAN for the ex-
ample in figure 2. Each if-then branch in the plan di-
rectly corresponds to one state-action pair in SA. The
while test is the disjunction of the predicates describ-
ing each state in SA (in the following called Domain
of the SA).

Let us consider now how STRONGPLAN builds the
state-action table generating the plan of figure 4. On
the left, in square brackets, is the STRONGPLAN iter-
ation at which each state-action pair is added to SA.
Notice how, at iteration 3, the pair

< (pos=Victoria-station Alight-green), wait-at-light>

is pruned away (by PRUNESTATES) since the cor-
responding states have been previously accumu-
lated. This is an example of loop checking per-
formed by STRONGPLAN which prunes away plans
which generate loops. Similarly, <(pos=air-station^
-fog).air-truck-transit> is pruned away, since the result-
ing plan would be longer than the plan where fly is
applied in pos = air-station A "~fog.

Technical Results
STRONGPLAN i8 guaranteed to terminate (theo-
rem 0.1), is correct and complete (theorem 0.2), 
returns optimal strong solutions (theorem 0.3). The
proofs can be found in (Cimatti, Roveri, & Traverso
1998b).

Theorem 0.1 STRONGPLAN terminates.
In order to prove the properties of STRONGPLAN we

define formally the extended plan IISA corresponding
to a given state-action table SA.

lisa -- while DomainsA do IfThensa (27)

where DomainsA represents the states in the state-
action table SA 8, and IfThensA is the plan which,
given a state s, executes the corresponding action a
such that (s, cQ E SA (see figure 4). (If SA is empty,
then DomainsA = _L and l]ThensA can be any action.)

DomainSA -- V s
3a.<ot,s>ESA

IfThensA - U if s then ct
(s,a)ESA

Theorem 0.2 Let D = <Res, Init, Goal>. If
STRONGPLAN(Goal) returns a state-action table
SA, then IIsA is a strong solution to D. If
STRONGPLAN( Goal) returns Fail then there exists 
strong solution to D.

In order to show that STRONGPLAN returns optimal
strong plans, the first step is to define the cost of a plan.
Given the non-determinism of the domain, the cost of
a plan can not be defined in terms of the number of
actions it contains. The paths of the plan a in the state
s E Appl[a] are all the sequences of states constructed
during any possible execution of a. We define the worst
length of a plan in a given state as the maximal length
of the paths of the plan.

Given a planning problem <Res, Init, Goal>, we say
that the strong solution Ir is optimal for the planning
problem if, for any s E Init, there is no other strong
solution with lower worst length.

SAs explained in section, we collapse the notion of state
with that of its symbolic representation as a formula.
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Theorem 0.3 Let D = <Res, Init, Goal>. If there
ezists a strong solution to D, then STRONGPLAN(Goal)
~turns a state-action table SA such that lisa is an
optimal strong solution.

Implementation and experimental

results

The theory presented in this paper has been imple-
mented in MBP (Model-Based Planner (Cimatti et al.
1997)). MBP uses OBDDS (Ordered Binary Decision 
agrams) (Bryant 1992) and symbolic model checking
techniques (Clarke, Grunberg, & Long 1994) to com-
pactly encode and analyze the automata representing
the planning domain. OBDDS give a very concise rep-
resentation of sets of states. The dimension, i.e. the
number of nodes, of an OBDD does not necessarily de-
pends on the actual number of states. Set theoreti-
cal operations (e.g. union and intersection) are im-
plemented as very efficient operations on OBDD (e.g.
disjunction and conjunction). In this work we make
substantial use of OBDDS to compactly represent state-
action tables, i.e. universal plans. A state-action ta-
ble is an OBDD in the variables Act and Fi, and each
possible assignment to this relates a state to the cor-
responding action. The compactness of the represen-
tation results from the normal form of OBDDS, which
allows for a substantial sharing. Although MBP can
extract and print the verbose version of the universal
plan, an approach based on the explicit manipulation
of such data structures would be impractical (the size
and complexity of conditional plans greatly increases
with the number of tests sensing the current state).

The actual implementation of STRONGPLAN is more
sophisticated and powerful than the algorithm pre-
sented in this paper. It returns, in case of failure,
a plan which is guaranteed to solve the goal for the
possible subset of initial states from which there ex-
ists a strong solution. In the case Init ~. Ace but
lnitN Acc~ 0, SA contains all the possible optimal
strong solutions from the subset of the initial state
lnitN Ace. This allows the planner to decide, at the
beginning of the execution, depending on the initial
state, whether it is possible to execute a plan which is
a strong solution for the particular initial states, even if
no strong solution exists a-priori for any possible initial
state.

In MBP it is also possible to directly execute state-
action tables encoded as OBDD. At each execution step,
MBP encodes the information acquired from the envi-
ronment in terms of OBDDs, compares it with the state-
action table (this operation is performed as a conjunc-
tion of OBDDS), and retrieves and executes the cor-
responding action. Finally, the routine for temporal
projection presented in (Cimatti et al. 1997) has been
extended to deal with extended plans. Given a set of
initial states and a goal, it simulates the execution of
an extended plan and checks whether the goal has been
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achieved. The nontrivial step is the computation of the
iterations, which is done by means of OBDD-based fix
point computations.

The planning algorithm has been tested on some ex-
amples. For the example in figure 2 MBP finds the
set of optimal strong solutions in 0.03 seconds. (All
tests were performed on a 200MHz Pentium MMX
with 96MB RAM.) We have also experimented with
a non-deterministic moving target search problem, the
"hunter-prey" (Koenig & Simmons 1995). In the sim-
ple case presented in (Koenig & Simmons 1995) (6 ver-
tex nodes with one initial state) MBP finds the strong
optimal solution in 0.05 seconds. We have experi-
mented with larger configurations: the strong solution
is found in 0.30 seconds with 50 nodes, 0.85 seconds
with 100 nodes, 15.32 seconds with 500 nodes and 54.66
seconds with 1000 nodes (these times include the en-
coding of the automaton into OBDDS). We have ex-
tended the problem from a given initial state to the
set of any possible initial state. MBP takes 0.07 seconds
with 6 nodes, 0.40 seconds with 50 nodes, 1.08 seconds
with 100 nodes, 18.77 seconds with 500 nodes and 70.00
seconds with 1000 nodes. These tests, far from being a
definite experimental analysis, appear very promising.
An extensive test of the strong planning routine on a
set of realistic domains is the object of future work.

Conclusion and related work

In this paper we have presented an algorithm for solv-
ing planning problems in non-deterministic domains.
The algorithm generates automatically universal plans
which are guaranteed to achieve a goal regardless of
non-determinism. It always terminates, even in the
case no solution exists, it is correct and complete, and
finds optimal plans, in the sense that the worst-case
length of the plan (in terms of number of actions) 
minimal with respect to other possible solution plans.
Universal plans are encoded compactly through OBDDS
as state-action tables which can be directly executed
by the planner. The planning and execution algorithm
have been implemented in MBP, a planner based on
model checking, which has been extended to execute
"extended plans", i.e. plans containing conditionals
and iterations. We have tested the planning algorithm
on an example proposed for real-time search in non-
deterministic domains (Koenig & Simmons 1995) and
the performance are very promising.

In the short term, we plan to add to the planning
algorithm the ability of generating optimized state-
action tables. For instance, it would be possible (and
relatively easy) to extend the planning procedure to
take into account the preconditions and the determin-
ism of actions in order to limit the number of tests
which have to be applied at run time. In this paper we
do not deal with the problem of generating plans which
need to contain iterations. In our current implemen-
tation, unbounded loops are always avoided since they
might non-deterministically loop forever, and therefore
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they do not guarantee a strong solution. In general,
iterations may be of great importance, for instance
to codify a trial-and-error strategy ("repeat pick up
block until succeed"), or to accomplish cyclic missions.
On the one side, it is possible to extend the frame-
work to generate iterative plans which strongly achieve
the goal under the assumption that non-determinism
is "fair", i.e. a certain condition will not be ignored
forever (Cimatti, Roveri, & Traverso 1998a). On the
other, the notion of goal must be extended in order to
express more complex (e.g. cyclic) behaviors. A fur-
ther main future objective is the investigation of the
possibility of interleaving flexibly the planning proce-
dure with its execution.

As far as we know, this is the first automatic plan-
ning procedure which generates universal plans which
are encoded as OBDDS and are guaranteed to achieve
the goal in a non-deterministic domain. While expres-
sive frameworks to deal with non-determinism have
been previously devised (see for instance (Stephan
& Biundo 1993; Steel 1994)), the automatic gener-
ation of plans in these frameworks is still an open
problem. Koenig and Simmons (Koenig & Simmons
1995) describe an extension of real-time search (called
rain-max LftTA*) to deal with non-deterministic do-
mains. As any real-time search algorithm, rain-max
LRTA* does not plan ahead (it selects actions at-
run time depending on a heuristic function) and, in
some domains (Koenig & Simmons 1995), it is not
guaranteed to find a solution. Some of the work in
conditional planning (see for instance (Warren 1976;
Peot & Smith 1992)) allows for a limited form of non-
determinism, through the use of an extension of STRIPS
operators, called conditional actions, i.e. actions with
different, mutually exclusive sets of outcomes. The do-
main descriptions we deal with are far more expressive
and, in spite of this expressiveness, the planning algo-
rithm is guaranteed to terminate and to find a strong
solution. Moreover, an intrinsic problem in conditional
planning is the size and complexity of the plans. The
use of a extended plans with iterations and that of
OBDDS to encode state-action tables reduces signifi-
cantly this problem.
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